
1.	Support	for	Biological	
Plausibility		of	KERS		

Defining	Question	 High	(Strong)	 Moderate	 Low	(Weak)	
a)	Is	there	a	mechanistic		
relationship	between	KEup	and	
KEdown	consistent	with	
established	biological	
knowledge?	

Extensive	
understanding	of	the	
KER	based	on	
extensive	previous	
documentation	and	
broad	acceptance.	

KER	is	plausible	
based	on	analogy	
to	accepted	
biological	
relationships,	but	
scientific	
understanding	is	
incomplete	

	Empirical	support	for	
association	between	
KEs	,	but		the	structural	
or	functional	
relationship	between	
them	is	not	understood.	

MIE	=>	KE1:	Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
insufficient	or	incorrect	
repair	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	

STRONG.			
Broad	understanding	and	extensive	evidence	that	exposure	to	high	enough	doses	of	alkylation	agents	
overwhelms	DNA	repair	machinery	leading	to	the	retention	of	DNA	adducts	and	subsequent	mutation	upon	
replication	in	virtually	any	species/cell	type.	The	primary	DNA	repair	enzyme	(AGT)	for	alkylated	DNA	is	a	
suicide	enzyme	that	is	well‐established	to	become	overwhelmed	at	high	enough	doses.	

KE1	=>	KE2:	Insufficient	or	
incorrect	repair	in	male	
pre‐meiotic	germ	cells	
leading	to	mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	
cells	

STRONG.	
This	is	dogma.	

KE2	=>	AO:	Mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	
cells	leading	to	heritable	
mutations	in	offspring	

STRONG.	
This	is	a	fundamental	concept	in	biology	that	is	broadly	understood	and	is	the	basis	of	evolution.		

MIE=>	KE2:	Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
mutations	in	male	pre‐
meiotic	germ	cells	

STRONG. 
Alkylating agents are prototypical male germ cell mutagens. It is dogma that these agents, especially those 
chemicals that preferentially cause O-alkylation in DNA, induce mutations across different species, cell types and 
tissues. Mechanisms are broadly understood.	

MIE=>	AO	(Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
heritable	mutations	in	
offspring)	

STRONG.	
It is dogma that alkylating agents, especially those chemicals that preferentially cause O-alkylation in DNA, induce 
mutations.  ENU (N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea) is a prototypical agent used to derive offspring with de novo mutations 
inherited from exposed males. ENU mutagenicity is a standard bench tool for genetic screens in which one can 
identify new mutations associated with a phenotype of interest. 

	
2.	Support	for	
Essentiality	of	KEs	

Defining	Question	 High	(Strong)	 Moderate	 Low	(Weak)	
Are	downstream	KEs	and/or	the	
AO	prevented	if	an	upstream	KE	
is	blocked?		

Direct	evidence	from	
specifically	designed	
experimental	studies	
illustrating	
essentiality	for	at	
least	one	of	the	
important	KEs		

Indirect	evidence	
that	sufficient		
modification	of	an	
expected	
modulating	factor	
attenuates	or	
augments		a	KE		

No	or	contradictory	
experimental	evidence	
of	the	essentiality	of	any	
of	the	KEs.	

KE2:	(Mutations	in	male	
pre‐meiotic	germ	cells)	
	

Essentiality	is	STRONG.			
KE1	 ‐	Correct	repair	of	the	alkylated	DNA	(i.e.,	a	block	of	KE1)	will	not	 lead	to	mutation.	 	Enhanced	
DNA	repair	 reduces	mutation	 frequencies	 (KE1).	Reduction	 in	 repair	 increases	mutation	 frequency	 (KE1).	
NOTE:	Exposure	to	N‐alkylators	of	DNA	(instead	of	O‐alkylation)	does	not	lead	to	point	mutations	in	somatic	
or	germ	cells	(specificity	for	O‐alkyl	adducts).		
Rest	of	KEs	can	not	be	tested	for	essentiality,	but	strong	essentiality	is	inferred	because	of	biological	
plausibity.	

	
3.	Empirical	Support	for	
KERs	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Defining	Questions	 High	(Strong)	 Moderate	 Low	(Weak)	
Does	empirical	evidence	support	
that	a	change	in	KEup	leads	to	an	
appropriate	change	in	KEdown?		
Does	KEup		occur	at	lower	doses	
and	earlier	time	points	than	KE	
down	and	is	the	incidence	of	KEup	>	
than	that	for	KEdown?	
	
Inconsistencies?	
	
	

Multiple	studies	
showing	dependent	
change	in	both	events	
following	exposure	to	
a	wide	range	of	
specific	stressors.	No	
or	few	critical	data	
gaps	or	conflicting	
data	

Demonstrated	
dependent	change	
in	both	events	
following	exposure	
to	a	small	number	
of	stressors.	Some	
inconsistencies	
with	expected	
pattern	that	can	be	
explained	by	
various	factors.	

Limited	or	no	studies	
reporting	dependent	
change	in	both	events	
following	exposure	to	a	
specific	stressor;	and/or	
significant	
inconsistencies	in	
empirical	support	
across	taxa	and	species	
that	don’t	align	with	
hypothesized	AOP	



MIE	=>	KE1:	(Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
insufficient	or	incorrect	
repair	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells)	
	

WEAK	
Insufficient	DNA	repair	is	measured	indirectly	through	persistence	of	DNA	adducts	or	through	the	
observation	of	increases	in	mutation,	as	well	as	by	observing	the	shape	of	the	dose	response	curve	for	
adducts	and	mutations.	Very	little	data	available.	
Dose-response: Relationship between exposure to ENU and presence of alkyl adducts is sub-linear in male germ 
cells indicating less effective repair at higher doses. 
Temporality: 101xC3H mouse hybrid testes exhibit DNA adducts within 1 hour of exposure to ENU but some 
adducts persist 6 days post-exposure indicating lack of DNA repair. Unscheduled DNA synthesis is induced in 
spermatogonial cells two hours following exposure to ENU and 1-methyl-1-nitrosourea.  
	

KE1	=>	KE2:	Insufficient	or	
incorrect	repair	in	male	
pre‐meiotic	germ	cells	
leading	to	mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	
cells	
	

MODERATE	
Main empirical evidence: synthetic oligonucleotides containing DNA lesions genetically engineered in viral or 
plasmid genomes and introduced into cells. Sequencing confirmed that replication of alkylated DNA (i.e., 
unrepaired DNA) causes mutations in addition to revealing the DNA repair pathways and polymerases involved. 
Dose	Response:	no	data	
Temporality:	It	is	established	that	unrepaired	DNA	must	be	replicated	prior	to	causing	mutation.	This	has	
been	extensively	studied	and	demonstrated.		
Incidence:	When	DNA	repair	is	enhanced	mutations	decrease.	This	has	been	demonstrated	in	several	
studies.	Moreover,	when	DNA	repair	is	repressed,	more	mutations	occur.	
Finally,	the	shape	of	the	dose	response	curve	for	mutation	induction	in	spermatogonia	is	sub‐linear	(two	
studies	applying	OECD	TG488	–	no	inconsistencies).	Sub‐linear	curves	for	mutation	indicate	that	at	low	
doses	DNA	repair	is	effective	in	preventing	mutations,	but	less	efficient	at	higher	doses.	

KE2	=>	AO:	Mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	
cells	leading	to	heritable	
mutations	in	offspring		

MODERATE	
Dose	Response:	Exposure	to	alkylating	agents	causes	a	dose‐response	increase	in	mutations	in	both	germ	
cells	and	the	offspring	of	exposed	males.	However,	no	dose‐response	studies	have	been	done	for	the	same	
endpoint	in	both	germ	cells	and	descendants	of	exposed	fathers.	
Temporality:	Increased	numbers	of	germ	cell	mutations	occur	in	mature	sperm	42+	days	post‐exposure.	
Mating	in	this	time	interval	also	results	in	increased	incidence	of	mutation	in	the	descendants	of	exposed	
males.	
Incidence:		Direct	comparison	of	germ	cell	and	offspring	mutation	frequencies	has	been	done	following	
radiation	exposure	for	tandem	repeat	DNA	and	ENU	exposure	for	transgene	mutations.	These	studies	are	
consistent	with	the	hypothesis	that	germ	cell	mutations	lead	to	increased	offspring	mutations.	

MIE	=>	KE2:	Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
mutations	in	male	pre‐
meiotic	germ	cells	

STRONG	
Dose Response: Shape of the dose response curves for both adducts and mutations are sub-linear, indicating 
reduced efficiency in removing adducts and preventing mutations at high doses in germ cells.  
Temporality:	Alkyl	adducts	occur	within	hours	of	exposure	 in	spermatogonia.	Mutations	are	measured	 in	
sperm	42+	days	later.		
Incidence:		No	single	study	has	directly	compared	the	incidence	of	germ	cell	alkylated	adducts	and	germ	cell	
mutations.	Extrapolation	across	studies	reveals	that	alkyl	adducts	in	mouse	testes	following	80	mg/kg	ENU	
exposures	are	1	in	10E6	nucleotides	(range	0.23	to	1.92	x	10E‐6).	LacZ	mutant	frequency	analysis	reveals	an	
3	 mutations	 per	 10E8	 nucleotides	 for	 a	 100	mg/kg	 ENU	 exposure.	 Estimate	 that	 approximately	 ten	 O6‐
ethylguanine	adducts	required	in	the	gene	coding	regions	of	a	gene	to	generate	a	mutation.

MIE	=>	AO:	Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
heritable	mutations	in	
offspring	

STRONG 
Dose Response: No	 study	 has	 directly	 compared	 this	 within	 a	 single	 experiment.	 The	 shape	 of	 the	 dose‐
response	 curve	 for	 adducts	 in	 testes	 and	offspring	with	mutations	 (using	 specific	 locus	 test)	 are	 similarly	
sub‐linear.	A	 significant	amount	of	work	 in	 somatic	 cells	 supports	 that	adducts	occur	 at	 lower	doses	 than	
mutations.	
Temporality:	 Alkyl	 adducts	 occur	 within	 hours	 of	 exposure	 in	 spermatogonia.	 Mating	 time‐lags	 and	 the	
experimental	design	ensure	 that	 the	alkylation	of	DNA	occurred	prior	 to	 the	mutations	 for	 tandem	repeat	
DNA	sequences	and	for	genes	associated	with	visible	phenotypic	traits	in	mice.		
Incidence:	 	Alkyl	adducts	for	80	mg/kg	ENU	results	in	approximately	1	in	10E6	nucleotides.	Conversion	of	
the	data	in	the	specific	locus	test	to	per	bp	mutation	in	exons	reveals	control	a	control	mutation	rate	of	8.23	
per	 10E11	 nucleotides	 and	 1.47	 in	 10E9	 for	 mice	 treated	 with	 80	 mg/kg	 ENU.	 These	 are	 extremely	
conservative	estimates	of	mutation	rate	because	they	only	account	for	functional	mutations.	
	

	
MIE	=>	KE1:	Alkylation	of	
DNA	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	leading	to	
insufficient	or	incorrect	
repair	in	male	pre‐meiotic	
germ	cells	
	

Inconsistencies	/	Uncertainties	of			MIE	=>	KE1		
Rationale:	The	KER	is	based	on	indirect	measures.	However,	there	are	no	inconsistencies.	

KE1	=>	KE2:	Insufficient	or	
incorrect	repair	in	male	
pre‐meiotic	germ	cells	
leading	to	mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	

Inconsistencies	/	Uncertainties	of			KE1	=>	KE2		
Rationale:	No	inconsistencies	or	uncertainties.	



 

cells	
	
KE2	=>	AO:	Mutations	in	
male	pre‐meiotic	germ	
cells	leading	to	heritable	
mutations	in	offspring		

Inconsistencies	/	Uncertainties	of			KE2	=>	KE3		
Rationale:	Not	all	mutations	are	viable	for	the	sperm	or	the	early	embryo.	Thus,	these	mutations	that	occur	
in	sperm	will	not	be	seen	in	the	offspring.	However,	mutations	that	do	not	affect	spermatogenesis	and	are	
viable	will	be	inherited	by	the	offspring.	

	


